Panel Processing, Inc. manufactures components for the Kitchen, Bath, and Institutional Cabinet industry. Our fabrication expertise makes a wide variety of components possible. With Panel Processing on board you can use our capabilities to grow your business without the investment in additional equipment. We are the perfect outsourcing partner.

## CABINET & DRAWER COMPONENTS

### DRAWER COMPONENTS

- Cut-to-Size or lineal strips
- Grooves, dados and French dovetails
- Bottoms

**Substrates:** MDF, particleboard, birch plywood  
**Finishes:** UV clear coat on plywood, Woodgrain print or paper laminate on the MDF and particleboard  
**Top edge:** Flat or bullnosed with foil, PVC, paper or veneer

Grooved to your specs. End work provided for easy drawer assembly: Dadoed on each end or French dovetail with perpendicular groove.

### CABINET BOX COMPONENTS

- Case backs  
- End panels  
- Tops and Bottoms  
- Shelving  
- Edge foiling, banding & printed

**Substrates:** MDF, particleboard and plywood  
**Finishes:** Clear coated or paper laminated on plywood, woodgrain print, vinyl or paper laminate on MDF and particleboard

End panels, back panels, tops and bottoms machined to your specs.  
Back panels cut to size or in sheets.

### SHELVING

- MDF, particleboard, plywood  
- Painted, printed, laminated  
- Edge foiling, banding and printed  
- Lazy susan shelves
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